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GAP

GAP Information leaflet
Cattle handling facilities
1. Introduction



Key reference: Handling and housing cattle - HSE Agricultural info sheet no. 35 pdf
NB: The information provided in this leaflet is for illustrative purposes only, not as a
recommendation – there are many cattle handling systems available and it is
recommended that you thoroughly research the alternatives prior to final purchase




This information sheet provides general advice on safe handling of adult cattle
Between April 1994 and March 1999, 23 people were killed by cattle, and nearly one in every 15
reported non-fatal injuries in agriculture is caused by them
Deaths and injuries are also caused by inadequate equipment, for example the yoke on a crush
giving way due to poor maintenance and unsecured gates being used to move an animal into a
lorry



Legal



Section 3 of the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 requires employers and employees to
ensure, so far as is reasonably practical, that their work activities do not put other people or
themselves at risk
The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 require that employers assess
the risks from their work activities to which employees or others are exposed

2. The risks







Handling cattle always involves a risk of injury from crushing, kicking, butting or goring
The risk is increased if the work involves animals that have not been handled frequently, such as
those from hills or moorland, sucklers or newly calved cattle
Certain jobs, such as veterinary work, may increase the risk further
However, proper handling systems, trained and competent staff, and a rigorous culling policy can
help ensure that cattle handling can be carried out in relative safety
You should never underestimate the risk from cattle, even with good precautions in place
Familiarity with individual cattle can lead to complacency, especially when handling bulls. A
number of accidents, some fatal, happen every year because stock people fail to treat bulls with
respect. Remember, a playful bull can kill you just as easily as an angry one

3. General principles of cattle handling

Consider the following:




The person - including mental and physical abilities, training and experience
The equipment available - races, crushes, loading facilities and bull-handling equipment
The animal - including how familiar it is with being handled and its health
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3.1. The person
Everyone handling cattle should be:







Able to use the handling and other safety equipment provided
Aware of the dangers when handling cattle and be supervised until they are competent
Able to work calmly & quietly with cattle, with a minimum of shouting, impatience or
unnecessary force
In good health and properly trained in safe working methods. Training in livestock handling is
available from GAP – enquiries@grazinganimalsproject.org.uk
Some work with cattle will need two people – always assess the need for help before beginning
the task
There is no legal upper or lower age limit for cattle handling, as individuals’ capabilities vary
widely, but children under 13 years old should not normally be allowed to enter cattle housing nor
handle cattle. Many incidents involving cattle occur to people beyond normal retirement age,
when they are less agile. Consider the risks carefully before anyone over 65 works with cattle,
and if so what they can safely do

3.2. The equipment

a. General








Every farm that handles cattle should have proper handling facilities, which are well-maintained
and in good working order
A race and a crush suitable for the animals to be handled are essential
Makeshift gates and hurdles are not sufficient, and will result in less efficient handling as
well as risking injury
Never attempt to treat or work on any animal that is held by gates alone, or that is otherwise free
to move at will
If you have to attend to ‘downer’ cattle, or animals in loose boxes or isolation pens, and it is not
possible to secure them, make sure you have an adequate escape route and will not be crushed if
the animal rolls or stands suddenly
Special equipment is needed for handling stock bulls out of a bull pen
Visit specialist agricultural shows and suppliers to inspect equipment before purchase

b. The race
Check that:









Animals can readily enter the race, which should have a funnel end, and there is enough room in
the collecting pen for them to feed into the funnel easily. A circular collecting pen allows staff to
stand safely behind a forcing gate as they move animals into the race, and keeps the animals
moving
Animals can see clearly at least two cows lengths ahead, so that they will readily move along the
race, which may be curved, but should not include tight turns
Animals will be more prepared to move towards a light area than into the dark
The sides of the race are high enough to prevent animals from jumping over them, and that any
constituent parts are properly secured to the ground and to each other
You can contain the lead animal in the race while it waits its turn in the crush. Hinged or sliding
doors are suitable, but be sure they are operated from the working side of the race so the
operator does not have to reach across it to close the gate
No one should work behind an animal in the crush with an unsecured animal waiting in the race
behind
Raised platforms along the external walls of the race, collecting and funneling pens allow much
easier inspection and working with cattle in pens
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c. The crush


A crush which will allow most straightforward tasks to be carried out in safety (including oral
treatments and work from the rear end, but not belly or foot trimming) will:
Have a locking front gate and yoke (ideally self-locking) to allow the animal's head to be firmly
held; Additional head bars will prevent the animal tossing its head up and injuring people
o Have a rump rail, chain or bar to minimise forward and backward movement of the animal
o Be secured to the ground or, if mobile, to a vehicle or solid, fixed structure
o Be positioned to allow you to work safely around it, without the risk of contact with other
animals, and have good natural or artificial lighting
o Allow gates etc to open smoothly with the minimum of effort and noise; Regular maintenance
will help
o Have a slip-resistant floor, made of sound hardwood bolted into place (nails are not suitable),
metal chequer-plate, grooved concrete or with a rubber mat over the base
Consider the need for shedder gates after the crush to allow animals to be sorted into groups
Work around the crush will be more convenient if it is under cover with a workbench nearby (for
documentation, veterinary medicines, instruments etc)
o




d. Other equipment







Sticks and prods should never be used to strike an animal - this may breach welfare
legislation as well as agitating the animal; however careful use of a stick will increase your reach
and help you to guide stock
Before beginning work on any animal, check that it will be adequately restrained from kicking –
consider whether you should use an anti-kicking device
For specialist tasks such as foot trimming, use a purpose-designed crush, (e.g. with foot
restraints, belly winches and adequate space, especially at the rear end) or use specialist
contractors, e.g. for foot trimming
Check that there are a minimum of trapping points so that if the animal kicks out, parts of your
body will not be trapped against the crush
Halters and ropes may be useful but will normally require specially instructed users. Always use
suitable ropes - do not improvise with bale string or similar and be extremely careful not to
become trapped between solid structures and the rope and never wrap ropes round your hands
Be careful not to get arms, legs or head trapped between animal and solid structures

3.3. The animal






Many cattle being handled will be familiar with the process - dairy cattle, for instance, will
normally be handled daily
Suckler cattle, or fattening cattle kept on hills or moors, may be handled very infrequently and so
the risks may be greater
Bull-beef animals may not have developed all the aggressive traits accompanying maturity, but
they can never be regarded as safe. Ensure safe management practices are in place from the
start so that you are not put at risk when the low-risk calf becomes a potentially dangerous semiadult
If you have an animal that is habitually aggressive or difficult to handle, consider whether you
should cull it from the herd. If this is not an option, you should ensure your equipment and
systems of work are capable of dealing with it, and that staff, and other people such as vets, are
aware of the potential difficulties. Dehorning cattle can temporarily quieten them, but may have
welfare implications. Consult a vet before doing this.
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a. Working with cattle in the field





Some tasks may have to be carried out in the field without adequate handling facilities. If you
have to separate an animal from the herd, or carry out any work on an animal in the field, make
sure you can do so safely; Ear-tagging calves may pose particular problems as it may arouse the
dam’s protective instincts, resulting in risks to the stockperson
Some tractor mounted equipment exists to ease the handling of cattle / calves in the field – see
www.bibbb.co.uk
Always make sure:
o There are at least two people present if you have to separate an animal from the herd in the
field, or during ear tagging with the dam unsecured
o You have a vehicle close to where the task is to be carried out
o The second person acts to dissuade other animals or the dam from approaching too close to
the task, and warns when it is necessary to take avoiding action, e.g. entering the vehicle
o If you use portable or fixed field tethers for bulls in fields, make sure:
 The tether allows free movement with a minimal risk of entangling the bull
 The connection with the tether passes through the nose-ring regardless of whether or not
a head collar or chain is used
 You never make any connection direct to the nose-ring
 The tether is secured to the ground
 The bull’s temperament is such that you can approach in safety to attach the handling
ropes and poles before leading him back to the pen

b. Stock bulls





Stock bulls, which are often kept separately from other cattle, may be frustrated by the lack of
contact and so be more aggressive
Bulls are more likely to be amenable to handling if, from an early age, they learn to associate the
presence of people with pleasant things, such as feeding, grooming and exercise
If you buy, hire or borrow an adult bull, find out how he was handled and the kind of equipment
used, and take time to get to know him - remembering to be especially cautious at this stage
Consider whether you should have your bulls ringed at about 10 months old - this provides a
convenient way of handling them, especially if they are polled. Check nose-rings regularly for
wear or damage

c. Beef-type stock bulls



If you keep a beef-type stock bull in a bullpen it should meet the standard described for dairy
bulls, (refer to Handling and housing cattle - HSE Agricultural info sheet no. 35)
If the bull runs loose in the cattle housing, make sure other people, such as visitors or casual
workers, know he is loose and the precautions they should take

4. Siting handling pens to aid gathering





Use natural features, vegetation, watercourses, topography and fencing design to ease gathering
of stock from site – these need also to be near convenient access for vehicles
Bear in mind public use of the site and avoid areas where public could inadvertently interfere with
gathering and also put themselves in danger
Feed animals in pens for a week before gathering to ease capture
Study the animals natural foraging / ranging behaviour on site and position fencing and pens to
aid gathering
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5. Temple Grandin – understanding animal behaviour and handling
For more information: www.grandin.com
Temple Grandin has put together some extremely useful guidance on the handling of and design of handling
systems for stock based on animal behaviour, & her website is recommended reading for anyone involved with
stock.

5.1. Basic tips for handling






A single, lone, (agitated) animal is dangerous - add more animals to calm it down!
Never chase escaped cattle, let them settle and return to the herd by themselves
Stay out of the blind spot at rear end of cattle – if animal can’t see you, or doesn’t know you are
there, it is likely to kick
Stay calm and quiet and avoid distractions – noise, visual, physical
The first time animals use a handling system, it should be a good experience – if it is bad they will
not want to enter the system again! Therefore run the animals through the system several times
without doing anything to them

5.2. Understanding and using flight zone and point of balance



These underpin good handling of animals; the handlers position and movements can be used to
gather and move cattle quietly, safely and efficiently; the addition of certain design features in to
handling facilities will also enable ease of management
The point of balance is at the animal’s shoulder – if you stand behind it, the animal will move
forward, and vice versa; In a race, if you walk from head to tail of animals, they will move
forwards; a plastic bag or plastic streamers on a stick can also be used to achieve the same effect
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The flight zone is the animal’s personal space:
o The size of the flight zone will depend on how tame the animal is; it will get bigger if animal is
agitated, if you approach head on or the animals are infrequently handled; calm cattle are
easier to move, and animals take 20-30 minutes to calm down once excited
o Cattle and other ruminants tend to move in the opposite direction when a handler walks deep
in their flight zone, and by crossing the point of balance you can move animals in the desired
direction; if you stop after you have crossed the point of balance of an individual animal you
can move just that animal; if an animal in a handling system tries to turn against the desired
direction of movement it is likely to be because handler has gone too far in to flight zone and
animal has no other escape – if this starts to happen, back off to increase the distance
between handler and animal

FLOCK OF SHEEP DEMONSTRATING FLIGHT ZONE
BEHAVIOUR WITH HANDLERS

5.3. Gathering cattle from sites – utilizing stalking and predator avoidance behaviour
a. First bunch the animals






A predator locates the herd and slowly
circles it to identify potential
old/weak/diseased individuals. This
causes anxiety (not fear) in the herd
which bunches in response
By mimicking this initial stalking
behaviour, a cattle handler can gather
animals from a large area by making
cattle bunch, and once this has
happened encouraging movement in
desired direction of travel by entering
and withdrawing from the collective
flight zone. Initially the bunching
response will be instinctual, but if
repeated, gradually this will become
calmer, learned behaviour. This
technique only works with patience
and calm, quiet steady behaviour;
if animals become excited to the point
of flight, they must be given at least
30 minutes to calm down
When gathering cattle from a large
area, you can move animals in a calm
and orderly fashion (see below)
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b. Then move them




To keep animals moving in an
orderly fashion the handler
alternates between
penetrating and withdrawing
from the collective flight zone
– alternating pressure is more
effective than continuous
pressure
By walking in rotational
manner, the handler
penetrates the flight zone
walking in the opposite
direction to desired movement
of stock – this encourages
cattle to move in the right
direction!

CATTLE
SHOWING
GOOD BUNCHING
BEHAVIOUR
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5.4. Handling cattle in pens

USING PLASTIC RIBBONS TO GUIDE CATTLE

5.5. Handling pen design



There are numerous designs that can be used depending on several factors, e.g. budget, space
available, stock type, husbandry needs etc
Pens on site are best sited to ease gathering of stock, e.g. in a corner of site, perhaps where
natural site features aid this gathering, and also at best access point for vehicles; bear in mind
public use of the site and avoid areas where public could inadvertently interfere with gathering
and also put themselves in danger

a. Follow the leader



Animals will follow the leader, so design should
encourage this behaviour
They will move in to a race if it is allowed to become
partially empty before attempting to move them, i.e.
move them in when two thirds empty
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Handling systems should normally incorporate:
o Gathering pen(s) from site
o Holding/sorting pen(s)
o Crowding/forcing pen
o Race
o Crush
o (Loading race and chute)
Never fill the crowd pen more than ¾ full – through put is best with small bunches at a time and
utilising the follow the leader principle (see above)
DO NOT use the crowd gate to push up against the cattle to move them – if you are doing this
there is something wrong with your system or you
Avoid dead ends
One way up and over and/or sliding gates positioned at strategic points and/or with a rope for
their operation can aid movement of animals within pens
Animals move better in a curved rather than straight race
Use grooved, gridded, non-slip flooring to maximize wear and prevent slipping
Avoid sharp edges
Solid gates mean animals can see them and helps prevent them colliding or trying to push
through them
Use narrow man gates (covered by old rubber matting fixed to one side) at strategic points so
handlers can enter and exit system easily
Use toe slot and grab rail so handlers can climb out of system easily

b. Best practice features of cattle pens
Non-slip flooring

Herring bone sorting pens avoid sharp corners
and encourage cattle movement to central channel
– note belly rail on gate
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Race with solid sides helps avoid external
distractions
Note toe slot and grab rail to allow
handlers to climb out
Narrow man gates along sides allow ease of
access/egress
Note raised walkway – allows much easier
movement of cattle using point of balance
principle
Note handler has pole with plastic ribbons to
guide cattle

Race from gathering pens etc should be wide
and curved to crowd pen and then gradually
narrow to crush etc

Animals move better through curved race as they believe
they are going back to where they came from and cannot
see distractions ahead
Note one-way up and over one way gates

Avoid dead ends with curves that have change in
direction that is too abrupt
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Circular crowd/forcing pen – never fill
more than ¾ full and use follow the leader
principle to keep steady flow of animals i.e. don’t empty race ahead before letting
cattle in crowd pen follow them
Note race narrows to crush area

Aerial view of basic pen system
Loading chute and ramp

Circular crowd/forcing pen

NB: NOTE LAYOUT LINE AND POSITION OF ELEMENTS ALONG IT
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5.6. Balking and rearing








Animals will often balk, (i.e. stop/be reluctant to move over) various distractions – SIGHT,
(STATIONARY OR MOVING, REFLECTIONS), SMELL, SOUND - any strange objects, loose
chain, shadows, rubbish, bits of plastic, coats/hats hung up in race, strange smells, moving and
other objects in background, air drafts, air hissing, sudden changes in colour, dark areas ahead
etc; if this happens, wait for leader to cross and the rest will follow – be patient! Better still get in
the pens and deal with anything that is likely to cause balking before cattle enter pens
Animals are more sensitive to noise than people – so avoid loud noises when handling cattle –
don’t shout, clap or whistle as it will agitate animals which will then be more difficult to handle –
be calm and quiet
If animals rear up, then back off as they are attempting to increase the distance between
themselves and you the handler
Animals will move from darker to lighter places
Boarded sides to race will help by minimising distractions
Avoid changes in floor type!

Features likely to cause balking

Drain

Shadows/darkness

Rubbish
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6. Mobile penning systems



For Prattley mobile sheep and cattle handling systems: www.rappa.co.uk
Ensure crush and system is adequately braced to solid fixtures
PRATTLEY MOBILE CATTLE
PENNING SYSTEM –
LIGHTWEIGHT HURDLES

PRATTLEY MOBILE CATTLE CRUSH
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PORTEQUIP LIMITED MOBILE CATTLE HANDLING SYSTEM

7. Permanent crushes – many available

POLDENVALE – SPECIAL FEATURE – DOWN COW IS EASILY RELEASED BECAUSE OF ROTATING
RUMP BAR AND YOLK SYSTEM
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IAE CHAMPION BEEFMASTER - IAE
have a large number of models
available

RITCHIE CONTINENTAL CRUSH –
HIGH ACCESSS FOR BELLY CLIPPING
AND OTHER

8. Specialist equipment

8.1. Highland/Longhorn cattle

IAE HIGHLAND CRUSH
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RITCHIE PENS

RITCHIE HIGHLAND RACE

8.2. Catching cattle at pasture

RANCHER NT2 CATCHING CRATEINCLUDES CALF NEST TO
SEPARATE CALF FROM MOTHER
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8.3. Foot trimming

MOBILE FOOT
TRIMMING CRUSH
WITH
PROFESSIONAL
FOOT TRIMMER –
THE BEST OPTION
FOR FEET!

RITCHIE FOOT
TRIMMING
ACCESSORIES FOR
CRUSHES – EG
BELLY STRAPS AND
FOOT RESTS
IE OPTIONS FOR
FEET:
PAY A MOBILE FOOT
TRIMMER
INVEST IN FOOT
TRIMMING CRUSH
AND ENSURE
ADEQUATE
TRAINING

9. Equipment suppliers
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Tip: Visit suppliers and agricultural shows, test competing equipment and talk to others who have
already purchased equipment
Manufacturer
Armstrong &
Holmes
Bateman

Phone
01400
261061
01538
361326

email
sales@FarmTrailers.co.uk

Website
www.FarmTrailers.co.uk

ib@lmbateman.co.uk

www.lmbateman.co.uk

BIBBB
equipment
Glendale

01771
637413
01668
281464

bill@bibbb.co.uk

www.bibbb.co.uk/

info@glendaleengineering.co.uk

www.glendaleengineering.co.uk

IAE

01538
399200

sales@iae.co.uk

www.iae.co.uk

Morris

01588
638298

JonesofLydham@tiscali.co.uk

Portequip

01671
402775

sales@portequip.co.uk

www.portequip.co.uk

Prattley,
c/o Rappa

01264
810665

sales@rappa.co.uk

www.rappa.co.uk

Premier

01556
612240
01556
504 888
01307
462271

info@premier-livestock.co.uk

www.premier-livestock-handling.co.uk

mail@rancher-equipment.co.uk

www.rancher-equipment.co.uk/

info@ritchie-uk.com

www.ritchie-uk.com

Tony Binns

01423
770757

tonybinns@livestockequipment.co.uk

www.livestockequipment.co.uk

Warwick

01824
702643

info@warwickcrush.co.uk

www.warwickcrush.co.uk

Rancher
equipment
Ritchie
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Comment
Mobile cattle
pens
Numerous
standard crushes
and other stock
equipment
Calf catching
crate
Portable sheep
and cattle
systems
Large number of
crushes, including
Highland, foot
trimming and
mobile, plus lots
of other
equipment,
mobile penning
system
Wide range of
sheep and cattle
equipment
Standard crush
and mini-mobile
penning system
plus other heavy
duty stock
equipment
Specialist mobile
sheep and cattle
penning systems,
including mobile
crush, plus
electric fencing
systems
Crush

Standard,
highland and foot
trimming crushes,
mobile sheep and
cattle equipment
and large range
of stock
equipment
Cattle and sheep
handling and
feeding
equipment
Cattle crushes
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HSE helpline for advice: 0845 345 0055; hse.infoline@natbrit.com



HSE books, PO Box 1999, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 2WA; Tel: 01787 881165;
www.hsebooks.com/Books/

HSE books helpline: 01787 884148



Free self-assessment software for agriculture: www.hse.gov.uk/agriculture/assessment/index.htm



HSE agriculture: www.hse.gov.uk/agriculture/



HSE agriculture publications: www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/agindex.htm



HSE agriculture publications:
o

Handling and housing cattle, HSE Agricultural info sheet no. 35, pdf www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/ais35.pdf




Temple Grandin – understanding animal behaviour and thus how to handle them:
www.grandin.com
DEFRA and SAC produce a range of publications on cattle handling and housing:
o

DEFRA Publications, Admail 6000, London SW1A 2XX, Tel: 08459 556000

o

SAC, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JG; www.sac.co.uk; Tel: 0131 535 4184




www.sac.ac.uk/knowledge/livestock/examples/beefcattlehandling/

The Humane slaughter association, The Old School, Brewhouse Hill, Wheathampstead, AL4 8AN,
UK: www.hsa.org.uk/Publications.htm
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Appendix 1: Temple Grandin system for 40+ cattle
The design is broadly based on a system at Crickley Hill Country Park, Birdlip, Gloucestershire,
managed jointly by Gloucestershire County Council and the National Trust. This system is used to
handle 30-40 mixed age cattle, and a complete TB test is carried out in about 40 minutes; the
number of cattle can be increased by using additional temporary or permanent pens outside the
layout shown. The system also allows 3/ 4 separate groups of cattle to be handled within the system
at one time.
Contact:
Matt Stanway (NT):
Tel:
01452 814213
Mobile:
07909 872497
email:
matt.stanway@nationaltrust.org.uk
Design points


















Concrete hard standing, as a minimum under crush and cage
System needs some thought when constructing – e.g. peg out on the ground first to test the
layout, and take care with hanging of gates, i.e. which way(s) do you want them to swing and from
which post do you want to hang them?
All sides of pens should be boarded to 6’ height (use 1.5 m high Stokboard sheets bolted / nailed
to posts and top with rails, or as a minimum half-round rails at 1-2” spacing), leaving a 2-3 “ gap at
the bottom to aid cleaning
Ensure all bolts are countersunk and attachments are flush with the walls if possible to prevent
cuts and bruises
Gates are boarded, with metal latching posts (and / or two way swing through latches to enable
gates to swing through greater than 1800) (e.g. 6’ Bateman sheeted yard gate @ £127.38 + vat)
Gate hanging and slamming posts should be flush with the sides of the pens
A board walk at 18’’ can be used on the inside curve of the race and the outside of the crowd pen
Narrow man gaps ease handler movement through pens and can be covered with rubber matting
to stop calves using them
A toe rail or hand grab are recommended along all walls to allow quick escape of handlers
Corner, hanging and structural posts are 9’ x 7” – 8” driven in to and through solid limestone, or
set in concrete; spaced approximately at 2 m intervals (to fit stokboard)
Intermediate posts can be smaller diameter (8’ x 5” – 6”) at 1m - 1.2m (to fit stokboard) centres
perhaps braced external to the handling area with horizontal rails
A 3 gate access cage is included behind the crush to ease safe access to animal
The tops and sides of the crush and cage can also be boarded, or vertical rubber flaps used on
the inside of the crush to ease access to animals
Ensure crush is secure and will not topple over (use removable metal posts set in to concrete to
which crush attached)
The race is two cow lengths from forcing pen to ensure cattle will enter and race curves to ensure
they can’t see the crush
Scaffold poles (or much better), sliding gates can be used in the race to prevent backing up
Total cost (materials and labour): Approx. £3K but only limestone scalpings over (existing)
limestone base, does not include crush

Stokboard is a durable recycled plastic product that is washable and hygienic:
Centriforce Products Ltd, 14-16 Derby Road, Liverpool, L20 8EE
Tel: 0151 207 8109
Email: sales@centriforce.co.uk
Web: www.centriforce.com
Cost: 3.66 m x 1.5 m x 25 mm width sheet = £40.35 / sheet (01.11.05)
Need 16 sheets = £645.60 plus vat
NB: Minimum order size = approx. 90 sheets, therefore need to bulk buy with others
Produced (November 2007) by GAP
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‘BOARDED’ GATE AND WALLS

CRUSH WITH CAGE BEHIND – FIXED
AND SET ON CONCRETE BASE

MAN GATE

SAFE WORKING AREA

BOARD WALK
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HEAD YOLK AND MAN GATES
CENTRE POST IN CIRCUILAR FORCING PEN

3600 CENTRE POST SPECIALLY MADE
BY IAE (SEE APPENDIX 3)

POST SET IN CONCRETE
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Appendix 2: Temple Grandin system for 40+ cattle at Ebworth
Contact:
Matt Stanway (NT):
Tel:
Mobile:
email:

01452 814213
07909 872497
matt.stanway@nationaltrust.org.uk
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Appendix 3: Temple Grandin system for 100+ cattle
The design is broadly based on a system at Ash ranges, Surrey, managed by Surrey Wildlife Trust
for the MOD. This system is used to handle 100+ mixed age cattle.
Contact:
James Adler:
Mobile:
07968 832605
email:
james.adler@surreywt.org.uk
Design points


Specially constructed 3600 gate hanging post for the forcing pen

BOARDED PENS

CIRCULAR FORCING
PEN AND SLIDING GATE
IN RACE
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MAN GATE
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Appendix 4: Simple site pens
The design is broadly based on a system used by Devon Wildlife Trust and the author. It can be
used to handle small numbers of cattle on site, e.g. up to about 12. The number of cattle can be
increased by using additional temporary or permanent pens outside the layout shown.
Design points














Concrete hard standing, as a minimum under crush and cage
System needs some thought when constructing – e.g. peg out on the ground first to test the
layout, and take care with hanging of gates, i.e. which way(s) do you want them to swing and
from which post do you want to hang them?
Try to board to 6’ as many sides of the pens as possible, as a minimum the sides of the race
(use 1.5m Stokboard bolted / nailed to posts or as a minimum half round rails at 1-2” spacing),
leaving a 2-3 “ gap at the bottom to aid cleaning
Gates can also be boarded, with metal latching posts (and / or two way swing through latches
to enable gates to swing through greater than 1800) (e.g. 6’ Bateman sheeted yard gate @
£127.38 + vat)
Ensure all bolts are countersunk and attachments are flush with the walls if possible to prevent
cuts and bruises
A board walk can be used along side the race at 18” height
Narrow man gaps ease handler movement through pens and covered by rubber matting to stop
calves using them
If sides are boarded, a toe rail or hand grab are recommended along all walls to allow quick
escape of handlers
Corner, hanging and structural posts are 9’ x 7” – 8” driven in to ground or set in concrete
Intermediate posts can be smaller diameter (8’ x 5” – 6”) at 1.0 - 1.5m centres perhaps braced
external to the handling area with horizontal rails
The tops and sides of the crush and cage can also be boarded, or vertical rubber flaps used on
the inside of the crush to ease access to animals
Ensure crush is secure and will not topple over (use removable metal posts set in concrete to
which crush attached?)
Scaffold poles (or much better), sliding gates can be used in the race
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SIMPLE SITE STOCK PENS

CRUSH AND CAGE

MAN GATE / SQUEEZE

SCAFFOLD POLES
OR SLIDING GATES
BOARD WALK AT 18”
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